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A B S T R A C T

Research and product or process development are two distinct, yet complementary innovation activities. Making
use of a specific grant-based policy design that explicitly distinguishes between research projects, development
projects, and mixed R & D projects, this study estimates the direct and cross scheme effects on both research and
development investments of recipient firms. Positive cross scheme effects can be expected when research and
development activities are complementary and financing constraints are more binding for research than for
development projects. The results show that while research grants yield positive direct effects on net research
spending as well as positive cross effects on development, development grants are less effective for stimulating
development expenditures. The positive effect of development grants on overall R & D stems from cross effects of
development grants on research expenditures. These results suggest a higher priority for subsidies targeting
research projects.

1. Introduction

Endogenous growth theory has long singled out public subsidies as
one of the main policy tools to address market failure related to
research and development (R & D) investments (Aghion and Howitt,
1998; Howitt, 1999; Segerstrom, 2000). It is therefore not surprising
that R & D subsidies are one of the largest and fastest-growing forms of
industrial aid in developed countries (Nevo, 1998; Pretschker, 1998). A
comprehensive literature has investigated the effects of public subsidies
on private R &D spending. Although this literature by now provides
substantial evidence that subsidies trigger additional R & D in the
private sector, the cost-efficiency of providing such schemes is still
under debate (Takalo et al., 2013a,b). Moreover, little is known about
the responsiveness of the different activities within the R &D process to
public subsidies.

R & D subsidies are often designed as direct grants and affect two
related, but distinct activities, namely research (‘R’) and development
(‘D’). Research activities show fundamentally different characteristics
from development activities as research typically involves more tacit
knowledge, higher intangibility, greater outcome uncertainty, and
larger distance to the market. These features explain the different

extent of market failure associated with research versus development
investments. Appropriability tends to be weaker for research invest-
ments compared to development because research typically involves
early-stage activities with a wider set of possible applications and hence
higher knowledge spillovers and higher expected social returns (e.g.
Akcigit et al., 2013). Moreover, information asymmetries are typically
more severe for such early-stage investments leading to more binding
financing constraints for research than for development projects
(Czarnitzki et al., 2011).

At the same time, research and development are interdependent
activities. Product and process development often depends on the
outcome of research activities. Firms may need to do (basic) research
in order to understand how to solve problems of a more applied nature
and be more effective in development activities. Quoting Rosenberg
(1990, p. 171): “[…] a basic research capability is essential for
evaluating the outcome of much applied research and for perceiving
its possible implications.”

If research and development have different characteristics that
affect the wedge between their private and social returns and invoke
different financial constraints, an optimal subsidy policy should be
tailored to these distinct characteristics. Moreover, when different
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subsidy schemes are set for research and for development, their
interdependencies should be taken into account. Although recent
theoretical modelling on endogenous growth through basic and applied
research advocates public policy that targets basic research directly
(Akcigit et al., 2013), previous empirical studies on the impact of public
R & D grants generally do not distinguish between (basic) research and
applied development grants nor do they differentiate between the
impact on research versus development activities. This can mainly be
attributed to a lack of access to information on the nature of the project
which is being subsidized as well as on how much private money is
spent by firms on each of these activities. One exception is a study on
Norwegian innovation policy by Clausen (2009). Clausen applies a
taxonomy that distinguishes between projects that are “close to the
market” and projects that are “far from the market.” The author finds
that while grants received for projects far from the market stimulate
additional research spending, those received for projects close to the
market are more likely to substitute firms’ own spending on develop-
ment. These results suggest that the extent to which public co-funding
of R & D projects induces additional private investments depends on the
type of subsidized project. However, while this taxonomy takes into
consideration the stage of advancement of the R &D process, it does not
unambiguously separate research and development activities. Further-
more, the classification of R & D subsidies used in this study is based on
a taxonomy defined by the author rather than on the policy design of
the program.

This studyinvestigates the additionality effects of targeted research
and development grants on both research and development spending.
This allows to measure not only the effects from the different types of
grants, but also to test for any cross-effects from research grants on
development spending and vice versa. The analysis presented in this
paper thus addresses the research questions of whether targeted
schemes induce the desired outcomes and at which stage of the R &D
process public co-funding through grant-based subsidies is most
effective in inducing additional investments in the recipient firms. In
addition, we analyse program effectiveness by comparing targeted
research and development programs to a general R & D scheme.

To address this research agenda, we investigate a project-based
innovation policy implemented in the Belgian region of Flanders, which
explicitly provides different schemes for research projects, development
projects, and mixed R &D projects. We analyze data on the population
of publicly co-financed projects over the period 2000–2011. During the
first five years of that period mainly mixed-scheme projects had been
co-funded, while in later years the policy shifted to primarily targeted
programs for research or development. We match the subsidy data with
the Belgian part of the OECD/Eurostat R & D survey, which comprises
information on firms’ own R&D investment, split into its research and
development component in order to estimate direct and cross scheme
effects.

This study contributes to the existing literature and informs the
current academic and policy debate on R &D subsidies in several ways.
First, the ability to distinguish research from development grants allows
us to assess the direct effects of research grants on research expendi-
tures and of development grants on development expenditures. It also
allows us to test for cross scheme effects in which a research (devel-
opment) grant triggers additional development (research) expenditures
which may occur due the complementarity of both activities. Third,
based on information about project duration and the amount received
we estimate both direct and cross effects on “net” expenditures.
Thisimplies that the following analysis not only tests for full crowding
out but also for partial crowding out.

The results confirm previous studies by showing positive addition-
ality on private R &D spending from a grant-based subsidy program.
While most previous studies conclude that there is additionality when
looking at gross spending, we find that also net spending increases due
to the public support. More importantly, the results further clarify these
insights by showing that while research grants induce additional net

research spending together with significant positive cross effects on
development spending, there are little direct effects of development
grants on development spending. Development grants, however, do
generate positive cross scheme effects on research investments. Overall,
the results suggest that the impact of the R &D policy increased under
the targeted schemes compared to the mixed grant scheme design.

2. The policy design: why targeted subsidy schemes?

The general rationale for government support of R & D rests on the
presumption that private sector incentives (or possibilities) to invest in
R &D are insufficient from a social welfare point of view. Governments
typically complement private sector R & D by investing in the public
research sector such as universities or by offering R &D contracts that
tend to be more mission-oriented (David and Hall, 2000). Additionally,
governments provide R &D funding to the private sector firms via direct
grants that contribute directly to the firms’ costs of an R &D project. In
most OECD countries, this is a major instrument to stimulate private
innovation activities. While such grants typically do not distinguish
between research and development, this section discusses why it may
be optimal to target grant-based subsidy schemes towards certain
project types.

R & D projects comprise different types of activities. Following the
definition of the OECD’s Frascati Manual, basic research primarily aims
at acquiring new knowledge not necessarily with applications in mind,
while applied research is an activity directed toward a specific
objective. Research projects can be characterized by a high degree of
outcome uncertainty and by being ‘far from the market’ without
directly targeting commercialization opportunities. Yet, they typically
create the foundation for future product or process development
projects (see e.g., Mansfield et al., 1971). As research involves early-
stage technologies, the new knowledge is often tacit and therefore more
difficult to appropriate by the creator (Arrow, 1962; Usher, 1964).
Because of the higher spillovers, economic theory suggests a larger gap
between the social and private rates of returns for research activities
compared to development activities. Development projects, on the
other hand, aim at commercializing inventions. As the development
trajectory is often more focused and builds on earlier research invest-
ments, it is less prone to spillovers when compared to research. In
addition, because development projects are closer to the actual
implementation of an invention or the introduction of a new product
to the market, firms will typically protect their “close-to-the-market”
innovations through formal and informal IP strategies (Cassiman and
Veugelers, 2002).

Beyond differences in spillovers and appropriability, research and
development activities are different in their risk and uncertainty profile.
Karlsson et al. (2004) promote the idea that research is a more
discontinuous process, which may or may not result in solutions,
whereas development is a more continuous search for solutions within
an existing set of ideas. Such differences in risk and uncertainty
translate into different sensitivities of research versus development
investments to imperfections in the financial markets. Czarnitzki et al.
(2011) find in a sample of Flemish firms that research investments
depend more on firms’ internal financial resources than development
projects, pointing to more binding financing constraints for research.

Given this heterogeneity of activities within the R &D process, it
seems reasonable for policy makers to consider these specificities when
designing innovation policy tools. With more difficult appropriability
conditions and higher outgoing spillovers, costly or even constrained
access to external finance for research activities, market failure is likely
to be larger for research than for development activities. The optimal
subsidy rate for research projects should consequently be higher than
for development projects and the expected additionality effects from
subsidizing both type of activities may differ.
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2.1. Direct additionality

From a public policy point of view, the major objectives of R & D
grants are to compensate firms for the social return to their R & D
investments and to ease financial market frictions that increase the
private costs of financing R &D (Wallsten, 2000; David et al., 2000).
The effect of the government’s funding schemes is therefore such that it
reduces the share of costs of the R &D project to be borne by the firm
and thereby affects the amount of financing that needs to be raised.
Holding expected gains constant and in the absence of crowding out,
lower costs due to public grants will result in a higher expected rate of
return, thereby increasing incentives to invest in R & D. This positive
cash effect will be larger the higher the initial cost of capital (Hottenrott
and Peters, 2012). Expression (1) illustrates the different components of
the cost of research and development projects:

C ω L I sr i= [( · + ) ·(1 − )]·P P P P (1)

With ω denoting R &D employees’ wages, L denotes the number of
R & D employees, I other physical investments and P can denote
research (P = R) or development projects (P = D). Firms need to
finance the project costs either internally or externally and face an
internal cost of capital or an interest rate of i. The de-facto project costs
will also depend on the presence of public R & D grants, more precisely
on the subsidy rate sr with 0 < sr < 1.

Based on the above and in line with the existing literature, we
expect to find positive direct effects, both for research grants on
research investment and for development grants on development
investment. Indeed, previous findings have repeatedly shown positive
additionality of R & D grants on R &D spending in Flanders (see e.g.,
Aerts and Schmidt, 2008; Czarnitzki and Lopes-Bento, 2013; and
Hottenrott and Lopes-Bento, 2014) and elsewhere in Europe (Duguet,
2004; Czarnitzki and Licht, 2006; Görg and Strobl, 2007; Czarnitzki
et al., 2007; González and Pazó,2008; Carboni, 2011; Czarnitzki and
Lopes-Bento, 2015). These effects materialize at the project-level over
the duration of the co-funded project and therefore qualify as con-
temporaneous. From Eq. (1), we cannot derive expectations regarding
the effects of grants beyond the project duration. In principle, it is
possible that firms increase their R & D spending, beyond the co-funded
project. This may arise if the grant has longer lasting effects on the
number R & D employees R &D employees hired, their longer-run R &D
efficiency or the firm’s cost of capital, for instance. Here, we focus on
the direct effects of the grant on the project-level cost function during
the run-time of the grant. It should be noted, however, that in the data
used for the following analysis median grant length is between 23 and
30 months so that both financial constraints alleviation as well as
complementarity effects can realistically materialize during this period.
Indeed, previous findings have repeatedly shown positive additionality
of R & D grants on R &D spending in Flanders (see e.g., Aerts and
Schmidt, 2008; Czarnitzki and Lopes-Bento, 2013; and Hottenrott and
Lopes-Bento, 2014) and elsewhere in Europe (Duguet, 2004; Czarnitzki
and Licht, 2006; Görg and Strobl, 2007; Czarnitzki et al., 2007;
González and Pazó, 2008; Carboni, 2011; Czarnitzki and Lopes-Bento,
2015).

We therefore hypothesize that

Hypothesis 1a. there are positive direct effects from research grants on
research expenditures and

Hypothesis 1b. there are positive direct effects from development
grants on development expenditures.

Similarly, mixed grants should have a positive effect on overall
R & D investment.

Due to asymmetric information and uncertainty, research projects
are more costly to finance externally, resulting in a higher cost of
capital (iR > iD) thereby rendering these projects more costly than
development projects of the same size.1 If research investments are

indeed more prone to market failure also in terms of spillovers, research
grants that provide compensation may therefore trigger higher addi-
tionality than development grants. Development projects that are less
prone to such market failures may have been conducted even in the
absence of the grant. We therefore hypothesize that

Hypothesis 2. the direct effects are larger for research grants than for
development grants.

In line with the reasoning for research grants, we expect mixed
grants that cover both research and development activities to have a
larger impact at the research stage. Since development activities tend to
be less dependent on internal financing than research (Czarnitzki et al.,
2011), the cash shock through the grant will translate into a stronger
increase in expenditure on the latter. We therefore hypothesize that

Hypothesis 3. mixed grants have a larger effect on research
expenditures than on development expenditures.

2.2. Cross scheme additionality

In addition to direct effects, targeted grants may also generate cross
scheme effects. Recipients of research (development) grants may invest
more in development (research) in response to the grant. Such cross
scheme effects may be considered as behavioral additionality, reflecting
changes in the processes that take place within the firms after receiving
support (Clarysse et al., 2009). These effects may arise for several
reasons. The first relates to different levels of financing constraints for
research versus development projects, as discussed supra. When grant-
recipients operate with fixed R &D budgets in the short term, they may
re-allocate freed resources to those activities for which external funding
is more costly to obtain. As the financing costs for research are likely to
be higher than for development projects, ceteris paribus, we expect
cross effects from development subsidies on research spending. In other
words, even if srR is zero, we might observe an increase in research
spending if srD > 0.2

Secondly, research and development are often complementary
activities. Complementarity between both activities results from the
notion that research provides a more fundamental understanding of the
technology landscape (Rosenberg, 1990). As such, research activities
will guide development activities in the direction of the most promising
technological avenues, thereby avoiding wasteful experimentation
(Fleming and Sorenson, 2004; Cassiman et al., 2002). In addition, a
better and more fundamental understanding of the technology land-
scape leads to a better identification, absorption, and integration of
external knowledge (Cohen and Leventhal, 1989; Gambardella, 1995;
Cockburn and Henderson, 1998; Cassiman and Veugelers, 2006). This,
in turn, leads to increased productivity of the development process
(Fabrizio, 2009; Cassiman et al., 2008). Likewise, development may
result in new insights that inform ongoing research projects and
improve targeting basic research efforts.

The expected rate of return of engaging in research or development
thus depends on the combined outcome of research and development
projects. In other words, investment into one of these activities will
have an impact on the returns to the other activity. This implies that
subsidizing one activity will affect the incentives to engage in the other
activity as well, thereby resulting in cross scheme effects.

A very simple model based on Cassiman et al. (2002) serves to
illustrate the cross scheme effects arising from complementarity. The

1 Internal cost of capital, i.e. the opportunity cost of investing the research funds in
other projects with lower uncertainty, may be higher as well.

2 Since the funding agency has relatively little control over the exact use of the money
in practice, budget shifts can easily occur. Indeed, in the vast majority of cases, the lion’s
share of the grant goes into the salary of R & D employees. The agency only observes
whether the indicated number of people has been paid, but it cannot observe what they
have been working on.
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effective knowledge base of a firm, X, used to generate new products or
processes, is modeled as:

X D R= (1 + )a b (2)

Development is specific to a firm’s business and, hence, necessary to
build an effective knowledge base. Although a firm can obtain an
effective knowledge base without investing in research, investing in
research will improve the efficiency of development. The parameters a
and b, where a + b < 1, are measures of the efficiency of development
and research investments, respectively.

The effective knowledge base X drives the firm’s revenues B = f(X).
We assume a simple linear relationship B =MX where M represents the
size of the market for the innovation, the willingness to pay and the
extent to which the firm can appropriate its share of the market value.
Using (1) to describe the costs of the investment projects, we can
express the firm’s choice to engage in research and development
activities in the presence of public grants in order to maximize its
profits V as follows:

V MD R i D sr i R srmax = [ (1 + ) ] −[ (1 − ) + (1 − )]
R D

a b
D D R R

, (3)

Complementarity implies that a higher level of research (develop-
ment) investments will lead to higher returns to development (research)
investments. Technically, complementarity is present if > 0V

D R
∂

∂ ∂

2
. Thus,

a firm that engages in research activities will be more likely to invest
also in product or process development, as these activities have a higher
return when combined with research. Vice versa, development activ-
ities increase incentives to engage in research that supports these
development investments.

It can be easily checked that because of (2), solving (3) leads indeed
to > 0V

D R
∂

∂ ∂

2
.3 Given the complementarity between research and devel-

opment, solving expression (3) shows that research grants will have a
positive effect on the firm’s optimal development investments since

> 0D
sr

∂ *
∂ R

4 and similarly development grants will have a positive effect on

a firm’s optimal research investments since > 0R
sr

∂ *
∂ D

.
Thus, complementarity between research and development will

induce firms to increase their investment in development if they
received a grant for research and vice versa. We can therefore expect
that:

Hypothesis 4a. there are positive cross scheme effects from research
grants on development expenditures.

Hypothesis 4b. there are positive cross scheme effects from
development grants on research expenditures.

However, these cross effects do not need to be symmetric, as they
depend on the efficiency of the firm in increasing their research
(development) knowledge base from increased spending, i.e. different
values for a and b in (2). For instance, when firms are more efficient in
development than in research, the cross effects from research grants on
development spending may be higher than then cross effect from
development grants on research spending and vice versa.

2.3. The Flemish R and D policy

Flanders, like many industrialized economies, has programs in place
for subsidizing R & D projects in the private sector. The Flemish funding
agency (IWT), an independent government body, administers the
permanently open and non-thematic R & D subsidy scheme. Any firm
located in Flanders may submit a project proposal in any technological

field at any time of the year. Unlike the case of public “top-down R&D
programs” such as thematic calls for project proposals issued by the
government or public procurement, for IWT subsidies, the project idea
and the planning is initiated by the applying company and not by the
government itself. The program is therefore characterized by a bottom-
up approach, which leaves the project choice and timing to the
applicant. Once the project is submitted, an external board of referees
evaluates the applications and decides whether the project is eligible for
funding based on a set of criteria including novelty, feasibility and
valorization potential. Upon approval, the funding agency transfers the
first 20% of the approved amount to the company. The rest is released
on an annual or bi-annual basis and the final amount is transferred at
the end of the last year, based on a final report by the company to the
funding agency. From 1997 to 2011, the Flemish government co-funded
a total number of 4115 projects in 2187 different firms.5 As can be seen
in Fig. 1, an increasing number of firms participated in the Flemish
subsidy scheme over the considered period. While the average size of
the government’s contribution per project remained rather constant
over time, the overall number of co-funded projects and the total
amount of funding doubled.

Over the past decade, the Flemish funding agency moved its policy
focus toward distinct grants for research next to development projects.
These targeted schemes differ not only in terms of the projects’ foci, but
also with respect to the share in total project costs borne by the funding
agency. The share of costs covered by the government, i.e. the subsidy
rate, varies for industrial ‘basic and strategic’ research, ‘experimental
development and prototyping,’ and so-called ‘mixed projects.’ For
research projects, the base rate covers up to 50% of the project costs
and for development projects up to 25%. Mixed projects are in between
the two.6 In all schemes, an additional 10% may be granted to medium-
sized firms and an extra 20% to small firms. Collaborative projects may
receive another additional 10% if the collaboration takes place at an
international level or jointly with a small firm. The minimum project
size is €100,000 and the grant amount is capped at €3 million per
project.7 Fig. 2 shows that until the early 2000s, mixed projects
accounted for the lion’s share among all grants. By 2005, mixed
projects had been overtaken by pure development grants and by pure
research grants in terms of their share in total granted projects,
reflecting the shifting focus of the agency towards targeted schemes.

Table 1 summarizes the key characteristics of the subsidy schemes
for the period 1997–2011. The amounts refer to the government’s share
in total project costs. Among the subsidized firms the median number of
subsidized projects per firm during the entire period is four (aver-
age = 13.7) and the average payment received is €259,000 (med-
ian = 111). Average amounts are highest for mixed projects and lowest
for research grants. However, there is substantial variation within
schemes and the standard deviation is higher for research grants
compared to development grants. In terms of project duration, the
average project length is two years. The mean is lower for research
projects and higher for mixed projects, and duration varies most for
research projects. The average number of partners in joint projects does
not differ substantially across schemes with a mean number of 1.5
partners for research and approximately 1.4 for development projects.

3 As the first order condition for D is aMDa-1(1+R)b-(1-srR), we get

abMD R= (1 + ) > 0V
D R

a b∂2

∂ ∂
−1 −1 .

4 As we have D* =

sr sr a b M D sr[(1 − ) (1 − ) ] , we get = *(1 − ) > 0d b r b b b a b D
srR

b
a b R−1 − 1− 1

1− − ∂ *
∂ (1 − − )

−1 .

5 Direct grants are not the only R & D policy instrument in Flanders. While they account
for the lion’s share of the R & D support for firms in Flanders, there are also tax credits in
place from the federal Belgian government. The most prominent one is designed as a
partial wage withholding tax exemption on researchers’ wages. In addition to that, but
used to a much lesser extent, tax benefits on patent income (an 80% tax exemption) and a
13.5% one-shot or 20.5% spread investment deduction also exist at the federal level. In
2011, for instance, a surprisingly low number of firms, a mere 159 firms, used the
investment deduction and 212 firms made use of the patent income deduction in Belgium
(Dumont, 2015; Table 1). We discuss the implications for the coexistence of other policy
instruments for our analysis in Section 6.

6 See Fig. A.1 in the Appendix for kernel density estimates of the distribution of subsidy
rates per scheme.

7 See http://www.iwt.be/english/funding/subsidy/industrial-projects.
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For mixed-scheme projects, the mean is slightly higher with an average
of 1.9 partners.

3. Empirical strategy

We estimate the direct average treatment effects and the cross
scheme average treatment effects using a nearest-neighbor propensity
score matching procedure. As a robustness test, we present a set of
instrumental variables regressions taking into account potential selec-
tion on unobservable factors (see Section 4.2 and Appendix C for
details). The average treatment effect on the treated is estimated by an
econometric matching estimator which addresses the question of “How
much would a treated firm have invested in R &D for the duration of an
R & D project (or research or development project) if it had not received
a public grant?” Given that the counterfactual situation is not obser-
vable, it has to be approximated through estimation. In order for this
approximation to reveal the theorized effects, we compare the outcome
variables of the most similar treated and non-treated firms for the
duration of the co-funded R &D (or research or development) project.
In order to do so, we perform a nearest neighbor propensity score
matching. That is, we pair each subsidy recipient with a non-recipient
firm by choosing the nearest “twin” based on their similarity in the
estimated probability of receiving a certain type of grant. This setting
allows us to take into account that (the different types of) grants are not
randomly distributed but are subject to selection. The matching
estimator accounts for this selection on observables when looking for
the single most similar firm in terms of grant probability, i.e. the
propensity score. The estimated score stems from a probit estimation

for the case of any type of grant (Srd). Since a firm that receives one
type of grant may also be more likely to receive another type of grant
compared to a firm that has not received a grant, the probabilities for
specific grant types stem from a multinomial probit estimation for the
receipt of a research grant (Sr), a development grant (Sd) and a mixed
grant (Smix). The multinomial probit estimation takes the correlations
between the three equations into account. Firms that receive multiple
grants from different schemes in the same year are considered under a
separate treatment definition (Smult) for which we estimate a single-
equation probit model.

In these estimations, we control for observable characteristics likely
to drive the selection into the respective funding schemes. After having
paired each treated firm with the most similar non-treated firm, any
remaining differences are attributed to the policy effect. In addition to
the similarity in the propensity score, we use elements of exact
matching (EM) by requiring that selected control firms belong to the
same industry and are observed in the same year as the firms in the
treatment group.8 A caliper is further used to restrict the distance
between the treated firm and its control in order to avoid bad matches
that could bias the estimates. Furthermore, since particularly the level
of development investments is typically higher in larger firms (Arrow,
1993) – which is also the case in our sample – we use an SME dummy as
an additional exact matching criterion for development grants. This
requires that subsidized SMEs are only matched to non-subsidized
SMEs, thereby ensuring the quality of the matching estimation.

In order for the matching estimator to be valid, the conditional
independence assumption (CIA) has to hold (Rubin 1977). In other
words, to overcome the selection problem, participation and potential
outcome have to be independent for individuals with the same set of
exogenous characteristics X. Thus, the critical assumption is to observe
all relevant factors that determine selection into the subsidy program. If
this assumption holds, the average treatment effect (ATT) on the
treated firms can be expressed as follows:

∑α
N

Y Y= 1 ( − ˆ )TT
T

i

N

i
T

i
c

=1

T

(4)

where Yi
T indicates the outcome of treated firms under treatment T (T∊

{R &D, R, D, mix, mult}) and Ŷi
c the counterfactual situation, i.e., the

potential outcome which would have been realized if the treatment
group had not been treated. Note that NT refers to number of firms in a
specific treatment definition.

Given that we have multiple treatments, we estimate several
treatment effects. More precisely, we distinguish the following nine
effects:

Figs. 1 and 2. Evolution of participation in the subsidy program and grants by type of scheme (amounts in T Euros).

Table 1
Co-financed R &D projects in the Flemish innovation policy design 1997–2011.

mean median std. dev. min max

Projects per firm (entire period) 13.73 4 27.01 1 146
Partners per project 1.56 1 1.27 1 13
Duration Research (in months)* 18.38 12 12.45 1 60
Duration Development (in

months)**
21.60 23 8.02 3 52

Duration Mixed (in months)*** 29.50 30 7.48 6 48
Project duration overall (in

months)
23.38 24 11.28 1 63

Av. subsidy rate (fraction of total
cost)

0.46 0.45 0.14 0.08 1

Research grant (amt. in T€)* 179.07 26.23 449.59 0.15 4,981.58
Development grant (amt. in T€)** 220.01 107.06 338.05 0.95 4,896.84
Mixed grant (amt. in T€)*** 283.50 457.26 541.20 4.48 4,302.33
Av. subsidy size (amt. in T€) 258.85 111.38 441.88 0.15 4,981.59

Note: Calculations based on IWT ICAROS database. *3791 obs., **4511 obs., ***3049 obs.
Amounts are calculated per partner and project.

8 For the detailed matching protocol, see Table A.1 in Appendix 1.
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(i) the effect from any subsidy received on overall R & D expendi-
tures (this treatment comprises any subsidy type: mixed, research and
development grants):

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟∑α

N
Y Y= 1 − ˆ ,TT S R D

T rd
i

N

i
R D

i
C&

=1

&rd

T

(5)

(ii) the direct effect of a research grant on research expenditures:
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(6)

(iii) the direct effect of a development grant on development
expenditures:
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(iv) the cross effect of a research grant on development expendi-
tures:
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(v) the cross effect of a development grant on research expenditures:
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In order to compare the ATT’s from these the targeted schemes with
the ATTs of the mixed grant schemes, we also estimate three different
treatment effects for mixed grants:

(vi) the effect of a mixed grant on overall R & D expenditures:
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(vii) the effect of a mixed grant on research expenditures:
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(viii) the effect of a mixed grant on development expenditures:
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Importantly, we exclude firms from the treatment groups if they
held grants from multiple schemes in the same year to avoid confound-
ing the cross effects. For instance, if a firm held a mixed grant and a
research grant in the same year, we consider it as a multiple treatment
case for which we define an additional treatment (Smult):

(ix) the effect of multiple grants on R &D expenditures:

⎛
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It is important to stress that the control group is always exclusively
composed of unsubsidized firms. For example, if we consider a firm that
has received a research grant, the control group is composed exclu-
sively of firms that did not received any grants (i.e. neither from a
regional, nor from a national or an international funding agency).

4. Data

The grant information was provided by the public funding agency

and contains detailed information on the duration of the project, the
total amount received and the type of subsidy scheme under which the
subsidy had been granted. The data on firms’ research and development
expenditures stem from the Flemish part of the OECD R&D survey. This
survey composes the Main Science and Technology Indicators across
OECD countries (OECD, 1993; OECD/Eurostat, 2005). In Flanders, the
R &D survey draws from a permanent inventory of all R & D-active
firms. The OECD survey asks firms to split their total R & D expenditures
into their research and development components. A guideline for
respondents on how to attribute activities to research and development
is provided with examples and definitions based on the Frascati
Manual. Beyond the budgets for R & D, the survey also contains a
wealth of information on other firm characteristics that can be used for
constructing control variables including the number of R & D employ-
ees, group and ownership structure, subsidies from sources outside
Flanders, and R &D collaborations.

We match the survey data and the funding information based on the
firms’ unique VAT numbers. It is an important advantage of our approach
that we combine information on R&D expenditures stemming from a
different data source with the grant data from the funding agency. This
reduces the risk that firms misreported their R&D spending.

The analysis makes use of five consecutive waves of the biannual
survey covering the twelve year period from 2000 to 2011 and
comprises firms from manufacturing and business-related service
sectors. We complemented the repeated cross-sectional survey data
with patent statistics issued by the European Patent Office (EPO).9

Finally, we collected balance sheet information, in particular the firms’
tangible assets, from the Belfirst database provided by Bureau van Dijk.
After the elimination of incomplete records, the final sample contains a
total number of 12,138 firm-year observations corresponding to 1994
different firms. About 15% of these firm-year observations have
benefited from some type of IWT subsidy within the three thematic
schemes. About 2.3% of the observations in the survey reported the
receipt of an IWT grant other than the ones under review in this study,
or a grant from another funding source such as the federal government
or the EU during that time.

In terms of the distribution of IWT grants within our sample, we find
that while about 7.5% of the firm-year observations benefited from a
development grant during the period under review, only 4.4% received a
research grant (see Table A.3 in Appendix B). When exclusively considering
firms with grants, we see that 29% of the firms had a research grant as
compared to 49% that received a development grant. In terms of grant size,
the average annualized amount for a development grant among the
recipient firms is close to €81,000 compared to €65,000 for a research
grant. As firms may hold multiple grants, the overall annualized amount is
approximately €288,000 among the grant recipients.

4.1. Research and development investments

The outcome variables in the treatment effect estimations are firms’
R&D (as well as research and development) intensities, which are the
ratios of R & D (respectively R and D) to sales,10 and the levels of R & D

9 The “EPO/OECD patent citations database” covers all patents applied for at the EPO
since its foundation in 1978 as well as all patents applied for under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) in which the EPO is designated, so-called “Euro-PCT applica-
tions.” Data from the Belgian patent office serves as information on patents filed only in
Belgium. Patent information is available as a time series from 1978 onward and was
collected using text field search. We checked all potential hits of the text field search
engine manually before merging it with the firm-level survey data.

10 Although intensities reduce the influence of outliers in R &D spending on the
estimated average treatment effect, a drawback of the use of intensities is that they vary
not only with R &D spending, but also with changes in sales. We still employ these
outcome variables for comparability with previous studies using R &D intensities as
outcome variables. See, for instance, Czarnitzki and Licht (2006), Czarnitzki et al. (2007),
Aerts and Schmidt (2008), Czarnitzki and Lopes-Bento (2013), and Hottenrott and Lopes-
Bento (2014), among others.
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(and R and D) expenditures. In line with previous studies, we scale the
outcome variables to account for the skewness in the distribution and
take natural logarithms (plus one unit) for spending levels. As we have
information on the subsidy amounts received, we construct our out-
come variables as the net amounts. That is, we deduct the annualized
amount of the subsidy from the firms’ total annual research and
development expenditures. Amounts from the mixed scheme are
deducted in equal shares from total research and development expen-
ditures.

4.2. Probability to receive subsidies

We model the receipt of a grant from any scheme by a dummy
variable equal to one if a firm received financial support, zero otherwise
(Srd). When looking at the different types of grants, we disentangle the
receipt of a research project grant (Sr), a development project grant
(Sd), and a mixed-scheme project grant (Smix). Firms with grants from
more than one scheme in the same year are considered as a separate
treatment (Smult).11

Since important determinants of grant receipt are familiarity with
the subsidy program and earlier successful applications, we account for
experience within the subsidy scheme. Firms may also switch between
schemes over time. That is, they receive grants from different schemes
in consecutive years. For instance, firms can obtain a development
grant after they already received a research grant in earlier years. In the
estimation of the propensity score we therefore account for past grant
success also across schemes. In particular, we include separate indicator
variables for past subsidy receipt for all three schemes into each model
(past research grants, past development grants, past mixed grants).

We control for other characteristics likely to influence the receipt of
either one of the policy treatments. The number of employees takes into
account possible size effects. Given that this variable is skewed, it enters
the model as a natural logarithm [ln(employees)]. We also allow for a
potential non-linear relationship by including its squared value. Labour
productivity is measured as sales per employee (in T€). We further
include a dummy variable that is equal to one if a firm qualifies as an
SME (SME). Belgian SMEs are eligible for a higher subsidy rate than
large-size firms, which may impact the likelihood of applying for, and
hence receiving a subsidy.12 The log of the firm’s age [ln(age)] is
included in the analysis as older firms may have more experience than
younger firms, thus reducing their application costs. On the other hand,
young firms are more likely to be financially constrained than older or
more established firms are, and might therefore be more likely to apply
for public support. Similarly to size, we allow for a non-linear relation-
ship by including ln(age)2.

Moreover, we account for whether a firm collaborated on R &D
activities (R&D cooperation). Given that the Belgian funding agency
encourages firms to collaborate in their R & D activities, being a
collaborator may be an important determinant of applying for and
receipt of public support.

In addition, we include a dummy variable capturing whether or not
a firm is part of an enterprise group with a foreign parent company
(foreign group). It is a priori not clear whether belonging to a group with
a foreign parent has a positive or negative influence on the receipt of a
subsidy by the Flemish funding agency. Firms that belong to a group
with a parent located in a different country may be less likely to apply
for a subsidy in Belgium than other firms. In addition, firms that have a
large majority shareholder do not qualify for the Belgian SME programs

in which higher subsidy rates are attributed to recipient firms, giving
them fewer incentives to apply. On the other hand, firms with a foreign
parent company might be more likely to collaborate internationally and
be better able to incur the application costs.

R & D experience, especially if successful, may increase a firm’s
likelihood of applying again and of being granted a public subsidy. To
capture these dynamics, we include the firms’ past patent stock in our
regression. Patent stocks (PS) are computed as a time series of patent
applications with a 15% rate of obsolescence of knowledge capital, as it
is common in the literature (see e.g., Griliches and Mairesse, 1984;
Jaffe, 1986):

PS δ PS PATAPPL= (1 − ) +i t i t i t, , −1 ,

where PATAPPL is the number of patent applications in each year. The
patent stock enters into the regression as patent stock per employee to
avoid potential multicollinearity with firm size.

We further include firms’ capital intensity in order to control for
differences in the technologies used in the production process. Finally,
16 industry dummies control for heterogeneity in technological oppor-
tunities across sectors (see Table A.2 of Appendix B for the distribution
of firms across industries). Time dummies (years) are included to
capture macroeconomic shocks and changes in the policy design or
implementation over years.

4.3. Descriptive statistics

Table 2a shows descriptive statistics for the outcome variables of
interest distinguishing between subsidized and non-subsidized firms.
The latter serve as control groups in our empirical analysis as these
firms did not receive any grants, either from the Flemish funding
agency or from any other funding source like, for instance, the national
government or the European Union.13 Subsidized firms, no matter what
type of support they receive, have on average a higher net R & D
intensity. Firms that received multiple grants from different schemes
during the same year, show the highest R & D intensities.14

Comparing research grant and development grant recipients (III vs
IV in Table 2b) shows that the research grant-receivers have larger
development intensities, while development grant-receiving firms do
not differ in research intensity from research-grant recipients. This
could already be reminiscent of the complementary role research plays
with regard to increasing the incentives for development activities.

With respect to the control variables (reported in Table A.4a and
Table A.4b in Appendix B), on average, subsidized firms are larger
compared to non-subsidized firms. This is particularly true for firms
with mixed and multiple grants. Likewise, subsidized firms− no matter
what type of scheme − have significantly higher patent stocks per
employee and have received subsidies more often in previous years.
Furthermore, we see that firms with multiple grants have on average
more experience with the all three schemes. Subsidized firms (again
irrespective of the scheme) further engage significantly more often in
R &D collaboration and they are on average younger (especially
research grant recipients) than non-grant recipients. In terms of own-
ership characteristics groups are comparable except that mixed and
multiple grant holder are more often foreign owned.

11 The multiple grant cases include 58 case of combined R and D grants, 94 cases of R
and mixed grants, 101 cases of D and mixed and 41 cases of firms that held an R, a D and
mixed grant in the same year. These cases are excluded from the treatment variables
capturing the distinct schemes.

12 SME follows the definition of the European Commission, according to which an SME
should have less than 250 employees and have sales less than €50 million (or a balance
sheet total of less than €43 million).

13 The information on funding sources other than IWT is obtained from the survey.
Firms are explicitly asked to indicate regional, national, and supranational funding
sources for supported R &D projects.

14 While the overall and within year correlations between research and development
expenditures are not that extraordinary high in absolute terms (varying whether we look
at intensities [0.21], logs [0.38] or levels [0.46]), they are statistically significant. This
points to the underlying complementarity between the two activities and stresses the need
for investigating both research and development expenditures as well as R & D as outcome
variables.
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5. Estimation results

5.1. The matching results

Table 3 shows the results of the probit estimations on the likelihood
of receiving a grant. The first model predicts the probability of the
receipt of any type of subsidy, ignoring the distinction between research
grants, development grants and mixed grants. The second model
estimates probabilities of receiving a research, a development or a
mixed grant. The third model estimates the probability of holding
grants from multiple schemes in the same year. The predicted prob-
abilities serve as the basis for the propensity score matching.

As can be seen from Table 3, past research, past development, and
past mixed grants significantly determine the current grant receipts for
current research and development grants. Mixed-grant receipt is more
likely when the firm had a research grant in the past. The probability of
receiving a development grant after having had a research grant is
larger than the probability of receiving a research grant after having
had development grant previously. The patent stock per employee as
well as R & D collaboration have a positive and significant impact on all
grant receipts. Older firms are less likely to receive grants, irrespective
of the type of scheme. While being part of a foreign group has a
negative impact on receiving a development subsidy, it has a positive
impact on receiving a mixed-scheme subsidy. Finally, larger firms are
more likely to obtain mixed grants and are also more likely to hold
multiple grants from different schemes in the same year.

Table 4 presents the results from the matching estimation. When
looking at any subsidy type, we find positive additionality on all
outcome variables of interest. This positive additionality from R&D
grants on overall R & D confirms previous findings. It should be noted

that these effects refer to the difference between R &D of the treated
and the control firm in the period of the grant receipt. That is, during
the annualized run-time of the project, recipient firms spend on average
more than they would have in absence of public co-funding as
approximated by the R &D spending of non-recipient firms. It is
reassuring to see that even though previous estimations were based
mainly on gross amounts, we find similar results when using the net
amounts. These results complement previous findings that rejected a
total crowding out by also rejecting partial crowding out.

More interestingly, the results add to previous insights by showing
that the additionality is larger for research expenditures than for
development for both intensities and for logged levels. When looking
at research grants, we see a significant direct effect on research
expenditures (Hypothesis 1a) as well as a significant cross effect on
development expenditures (Hypothesis 4a). Direct and cross effects
from research grants are of similar size, (Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.821 for
intensities and Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.175 for the logged level). For devel-
opment grants, on the other hand, we find no significant direct effect.
The evidence therefore does not support Hypothesis 1b, but confirms
that research additionality is larger than development additionality
(Hypothesis 2). However, there is a positive, significant and relatively
large cross effect from development grants to research expenditures
(Hypothesis 4b). It is this cross effect that explains the overall positive
additionality from development grants on R &D intensity. When
looking at the effect of the mixed-scheme grants we find a significant
and positive treatment effect on overall R & D expenditures, irrespective
of whether we consider intensities or logged levels. This overall effect
on R &D intensity is mainly driven by additionality on research
intensity, confirming Hypothesis 3.We find a significant impact of
mixed grants on the level of development spending, but an insignificant

Table 2a
Descriptive statistics of the outcome variables by treatment group.

I II III IV. V VI

No grants Any grant§ Research grant Develop. grant Mixed grant Multiple grants

Control group Srd Sr Sd Smix Smult

N = 10281 N = 1563 N = 336 N= 705 N= 522 N= 294

Outcome variables mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.

Net R & D intensity 0.062 0.165 0.131 0.233 0.162 0.252 0.120 0.229 0.125 0.222 0.186 0.275
Net development intensity 0.034 0.108 0.056 0.133 0.082 0.165 0.045 0.124 0.054 0.118 0.082 0.159
Net research intensity 0.028 0.103 0.075 0.173 0.081 0.163 0.075 0.175 0.072 0.176 0.104 0.185
ln(Net R & D) 3.766 2.822 5.743 2.448 5.451 2.413 5.195 2.286 6.672 2.416 7.952 2.705
ln(Net development) 2.951 2.691 4.132 3.144 4.210 2.778 3.272 2.957 5.243 3.257 6.443 3.568
ln(Net research) 2.545 2.670 4.431 2.831 3.840 3.039 4.208 2.530 5.112 2.947 6.688 3.183

Notes: §contains firms with mixed grants only, research grants only and developments grants only, i.e. excludes multiple grants from different schemes. N refers to the number of firm-year
observations.

Table 2b
T-test on mean difference of the outcome variables [Pr(|T|> |t|)].

I vs II I vs III I vs IV I vs V l vs VI III vs IV IV vs VI V vs VI

Net R & D intensity 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.001
Net development intensity 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004
Net research intensity 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.605 0.018 0.013
ln(Net R & D) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.098 0.000 0.000
ln(Net development) 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ln(Net research) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.000
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effect on development intensity, indicating that the additional devel-
opment expenditures induced by the mixed grant are proportional to
sales. For multiple grant holders, treatment effects are overall larger,
but again the additionally is observed mostly for research activities.

As Fig. 2 illustrates, there has been a shift in the policy from
supporting mixed projects toward targeted research and development
support. If the trend toward targeted schemes is indeed beneficial, we
should see that the impact of the program overall – that is for any
treatment (Srd)16 on R &D spending – increases over time as the focus

shifted toward more targeted grants after 2005. To test this, we regress
the estimated treatment effects αi

TT at the firm level on a time trend as
well as on time dummies. We derive the individual firm additionality
as:

α Y Y= − ˆi
TT

i i
c* (14)

That is, the individual treatment effect is simply the deviation of the
treated firms’ net expenditures on R &D, research or development from
those of its matched twin firm. As shown in Table 5, the time trend is
significant and more pronounced for research spending than for
development. This confirms earlier insights stressing that the direct
effects from research grants as well as cross effects from development
grants on research spending are mostly responsible for additionality
effects.

When replacing the overall time trend with individual time

Table 3
Probit estimations on probability of receiving any grant or multiple grants; multinomial probit estimation on the probability of receiving a research, a development or a mixed grant
(exclusive groups).

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Probit estimation Multinomial probit estimation Probit estimation

Srd Sr Sd Smix Smult

N=11844 N=11844 N = 10575§

dy/dx dy/dx dy/dx dy/dx dy/dx

R& D cooperation 0.139*** 0.030*** 0.053*** 0.053*** 0.025***
(0.007) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.003)

Patent stock per employee 0.172*** 0.032*** 0.078*** 0.055*** 0.027***
(0.023) (0.010) (0.015) (0.011) (0.006)

Labor productivity <−0.001*** <−0.001*** <−0.001** < 0.001 <−0.001***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Past research grants 0.116*** 0.040*** 0.042*** 0.024*** 0.027***
(0.012) (0.005) (0.008) (0.007) (0.004)

Past development grants 0.102*** 0.019*** 0.079*** −0.008 0.032***
(0.011) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003)

Past mixed grants 0.159*** 0.029*** 0.044*** 0.071*** 0.042***
(0.012) (0.006) (0.009) (0.006) (0.003)

Foreign group −0.004 −0.003 −0.018*** 0.015*** −0.003
(0.008) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004) (0.003)

SME −0.020 0.002 −0.010 −0.013** 0.006
(0.012) (0.007) (0.010) (0.007) (0.004)

ln(Employees) 0.009*** 0.000 −0.001 0.010*** 0.008***
(0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

ln(Capital intensity) 0.001 0.002 0.001 −0.002 0.001
(0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)

ln(Age) −0.032
***

−0.009*** −0.011*** −0.013*** −0.008***

(0.005) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.002)
Overall model significance LR chi2(39) = 1535.79*** Wald chi2(117) = 1787.43*** LR chi2(33) = 1390.02***
Joint significance of industry dummies chi2(15) = 87.54*** chi2(15) = 25.02** chi2(15) = 78.74*** chi2(15) = 44.17*** chi2(15) = 35.34***
Joint significance of time dummies chi2(11) = 34.13*** chi2(11) = 35.81*** chi2(11) = 34.85*** chi2(11) = 99.87*** chi2(11) = 7.52

Notes: *** (**, *) indicate a significance level of 1% (5%, 10%). Average marginal effects reported; standard errors in parentheses. All models contain a constant, industry and year
dummies (not presented) and for the second order term of ln(Age) no marginal effect is reported. Srd includes research subsidies, development subsidies and mixed grants. N denotes firm-
year observations. §Number of observations excludes the “pure treatments”.

Table 4
Matching results (treatment effects on outcome variables).15

Net R & D intensity Net research intensity Net development intensity ln(net R & D) ln(net research) ln(net development)

Srd (N = 1438) 0.041*** 0.033*** 0.008* 1.077*** 1.062*** 0.474***
Sr (N = 306) 0.049*** 0.025** 0.025** 0.995*** 0.488** 0.913***
Sd (N = 653) 0.045*** 0.042*** 0.004 0.970*** 1.210*** −0.030
Smix (N = 428) 0.052*** 0.046*** 0.006 1.254*** 1.143*** 0.725***
Smult (N = 123) 0.099*** 0.060*** 0.040* 1.401*** 1.366*** 0.967**

Notes: All outcome variables are based on expenditures net of the subsidy amount, N indicates the number of matched pairs. *** (**, *) indicate a significance level of 1% (5%, 10%). Only
outcome variables are presented. All control variables are balanced after the matching, meaning that no significant mean differences remained. The number of matched pairs per
treatment is lower than the number of cases as presented in Table 3 because of observation dropped due to lack of common support or no appropriate match.

15 As shown by the overall insignificance of the probit models after the matching, the
matching was balanced in all cases.

16 Note that this is based on the matching estimation. Consequently, the treatment
definition excludes firm-year observations for cases in which a firm held grants from
multiple schemes.
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dummies, we see that time dummies are positive and significant as of
2006, pointing to the fact that the additionality is larger when the
focused schemes started to dominate. It should be noted that in addition
to excluding cases with multiple grants from different schemes, we also
control for the number of subsidized projects a firm has within the same
scheme in one period. This avoids that magnitude of the individual
treatment effect is driven by higher amounts of funding through
multiple grants. The variable # of projects is indeed positive and
significant pointing to possible dose effects.

5.2. Robustness to matching on observables

Given that the funding agency’s selection of R & D grant recipients is
likely to be based on observable characteristics, the matching estimator
that controls for the selection on observables appears as a suitable tool
for impact analysis. Even though we observe a relatively large number
of firm characteristics, we do not claim completeness. Management or
project-level information is unavailable to us while it might have been
part of the funding agency’s decision rule. Moreover, firms also self-
select into the application process on such characteristic. We therefore
test whether the main conclusions hold once we account for a potential
selection on unobservables. In order to do so, we estimate instrumental
variable (IV) regressions. The results of the two-stage least squares
analysis (2SLS) can be found in Table A.5 in Appendix C. The
instrumental variables pass the commonly applied statistical require-
ments (see Appendix C for more details on the IVs). Yet, they may be
disputed from a theoretical point of view. Indeed, finding convincing
instruments with the data at hand is difficult, especially since we need
separate instruments for research grants and for development grants.
We therefore refrain from interpreting the point estimates individually

but use these regressions as a robustness check for the sign and relative
magnitude of the main explanatory variables. The results confirm the
matching estimation conclusions on the presence of direct as well as
cross effects. They also confirm the relative higher direct effect from
research grants compared to development grants. In contrast to the
matching estimator results, the direct effects in the 2SLS estimations are
also significant for development grants. Nevertheless, and in line with
the matching results, the coefficients are smallest for the direct effect of
development grants.

6. Conclusions and discussion

The literature on R &D subsidies largely agrees on their usefulness
as a policy tool to trigger additional R & D in the private sector (e.g.
González and Pazó, 2008; Carboni, 2001,b; Takalo et al., 2013a,b).
Despite the broad range of settings in which R & D grants have been
evaluated, we still knew little about possible differences in the
responsiveness of research versus development activities to this policy
instrument. Possible differences between general R & D subsidy
schemes and schemes dedicated to research versus development
projects remained unexplored. With higher outgoing spillovers, higher
risk and constrained access to external financing, gaps between social
and private returns as well as market failures tend be more severe for
research than for development projects. Research subsidies may there-
fore yield higher additionality effects than development subsidies. At
the same time, research and development are complementary activities,
with investment in one increasing the productivity of the other
(Cassiman et al., 2002). Targeted schemes are therefore likely to
generate cross-scheme effects, with research grants having knock-on
effects on development expenditures and vice versa.

Table 5
Firm level additionality (from any type of subsidy) over time (N = 1438).

αi
TT*ln(R & Di) αi

TT*ln(researchi) αi
TT*ln(developmenti) αi

TT*ln(R & Di) αi
TT*ln(researchi) αi

TT*ln(developmenti)

Year trend 0.154*** 0.182*** 0.085**
(0.033) (0.036) (0.038)

# of projects 0.870*** 0.758** 1. 041*** 0.877*** 0.786*** 1.030***
(0.220) (0.271) (0.265) (0.218) (0.269) (0.262)

year 2001 0.684* 0.238 0.821**
(0.371) (0.411) (0.407)

2002 −0.384 −0.095 −0.327
(0.400) (0.458) (0.455)

2003 −0.235 0.040 −0.305
(0.405) (0.457) (0.446)

2004 0.616 0.114 0.301
(0.405) (0.452) (0.478)

2005 0.407 0.239 0.031
(0.428) (0.447) (0.493)

2006 1.023* 1.359*** 0.170
(0.395) (0.419) (0.461)

2007 0.972** 1.036** 0.896*
(0.431) (0.454) (0.477)

2008 0.893** 1.128** 0.149
(0.428) (0.463) (0.505)

2009 1.394*** 1.472*** 0.672
(0.431) (0.480) (0.494)

2010 1.025** 0.850* 0.768
(0.473) (0.510) (0.483)

2011 2.193*** 3.118*** 1.676**
(0.776) (0.785) (0.483)

Constant −309.288*** −363.891*** −172.065** −0.551 −0.503 −1.007
(66.199) (71.291) (76.851) (0.394) (0.455) (0.459)

F-test 19.23*** 16.55*** 9.79*** 5.69*** 4.42*** 3.83***

Note: *** (**, *) indicate a significance level of 1% (5%, 10%). Robust standard errors in parenthesis. All treatment effects are based in net amounts. N refers to firm-year observations.
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This study contributes to the literature on R & D subsidies by
estimating the direct and cross scheme average treatment effects on
both research and development investments in recipient firms. Making
use of a policy design that explicitly distinguishes between research
projects, development projects and mixed R & D projects, matching
estimations confirm that, on average, grants increase net R & D spend-
ing. The results thus reject total as well as partial crowding out. More
importantly, when decomposing the type of grant and the type of
investment, the findings show that research grants yield higher average
direct effects than development grants. In addition, there are significant
cross effects from research grants on development expenditures and
from development grants on research expenditures. The results also
show that mixed grants, which support both research and development
activities, turn out to trigger additional research, but not development
intensity. Furthermore, as the funding agency gradually moved from
mixed schemes towards targeted schemes over time, overall R & D
additionality increased.

Our findings on higher direct additionality effects from research
grants compared to development grants are consistent with theory
suggesting higher market failures associated with research (Akcigit
et al., 2013). The significant cross effects are consistent with the view
that research and development are complementary activities each
increasing the productivity of the other (Cassiman et al., 2002). The
lower within scheme effectiveness of development grants compared to
research grants could be explained by companies shifting their budget
from a less financially constrained activity (development) to a more
financially constrained activity (research). Alternatively, it could be
due to the overall lower average subsidy rate for development in the
policy design under review. However, based on unreported dose
response function estimations we do not find evidence of higher
treatment effects at higher development subsidy rates. Nevertheless,
we cannot rule out that if the subsidy rate distribution for development
were similar to that of research grants, the average direct additionality
may be higher for development. Either way, the additionality-to-
funding amount ratio is higher for research than for development
grants, since the mean amount for research grants is lower than for
development in the policy scheme under review. Thus, re-directing the
amounts spent on development subsidies towards research projects may
lead to a better budget utilization of public resources for R & D
supporting programs.

Based on theoretical considerations and empirical findings, our
results bear important policy implications. They recommend a higher
priority for subsidy programs targeting research projects. Despite the
positive cross effects from development grants on research spending,
the average return to funding research projects is higher than the
returns to supporting the development stage. Furthermore, funding
agencies can expect that their research subsidies will not only invoke
additional research with potentially higher social returns, but also
additional development activities. All this contrasts with development
subsidies, where the direct effects are not obvious. Even though cross
effects on research are positive, policy makers can expect more bang for
the buck for research than for development support.

It should be noted that the existence of tax credits in Belgium does
not undermine these conclusions. Since the grants are cost-based, a firm
that benefits from a tax exemption on researchers’ wages would declare
lower costs in a project proposal to the funding agency and hence
receive a smaller amount to compensate for the wage expenses of an
R & D employee. Consequently, there is little risk that a firm gets the full

gross salary in a direct grant and on top of that recovers taxes on that
salary. However, we encourage further research on the R &D policy mix
to explore the joint use of different policy tools.

Although our results suggest clear policy conclusions, we strongly
encourage further research on the efficacy of targeted policy schemes in
different environments in order to assess the generalizability of the
insights gained in this study. Cross-country analyses would allow to
investigate whether there are differences in additionality depending on
the nature of the (co-) funded project in other institutional contexts. In
addition, we still need a better understanding of the institutional factors
explaining the enhanced effect of targeted schemes. These may relate to
the strength of the regional innovation eco-systems for research and
development and its connectedness. They may also relate to the overall
innovation policy in place and the quality of the institutions adminis-
tering the programs. Moreover, in order to assess the relative cost-
efficiency as in Takalo et al. (2013a), for the case of targeted schemes
we would need to factor in the administrative cost of providing such
targeted programs compared to general ones.

Future research may further address the firm- or technology-specific
factors that determine the magnitude of the direct and particularly the
cross effects in more detail. For instance, research and development
may be more heavily intertwined in emerging new technologies and for
smaller new firms, or for firms with a larger scale or scope of R & D
resources. It seems also crucial to better understand the value of any
additional investment in R &D for improved innovation outcomes and
ultimately for higher firm performance and social welfare. Finally, the
analysis only looked at the effects during the run-time of the grant,
which is typically two to three years. Research and development
triggered through public co-funding may affect firms’ efforts into
research and development well beyond the duration of the supported
project. R & D grants may further affect other dimensions of innovation
than expenditures. As stressed by the behavioral additionality literature
(Clarysse et al., 2009), the nature of research and development
activities may change, for instance, with shifts in openness and
collaboration. Since an empirical assessment of the grant-to-R & D
efficiency relationship is challenging based on firm-level data, future
research would gain from being able to zoom in on project −level data
of both subsidized and unsubsidized firms.
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Appendix A : Matching Protocol

Table A.1
The matching protocol.17

Step 1 Specify and estimate a probit model to obtain the propensity score P Xˆ ( ).
Step 2 Restrict the sample to common support: delete all observations on treated firms with probabilities larger than the maximum and smaller than the minimum in the

potential control group. This step is also performed for other covariates that are possibly used in addition to the propensity score as matching arguments. In our case,
industry classification and year, for instance. This variant is called hybrid matching (see Lechner, 1998). Furthermore, for the case of development grants, we use firm
size as an additional criterion.

Step 3 Choose one observation from the subsample of treated firms and delete it from that pool.
Step 4 Calculate the Mahalanobis distance between this firm and all non-subsidized firms in order to find the most similar control observation. MDij = (Zj − Zi)′Ω−1(Zj − Zi)

where Ω is the empirical covariance matrix of the matching arguments based on the sample of potential controls.
Step 5 Select the observation with the minimum distance from the remaining control group. Do not remove the selected controls from the pool of potential controls, so that it

can be used again.
Step 6 Repeat steps 3–5 for all observations on subsidized firms.
Step 7 Using the matched comparison group, the average effect on the treated can thus be calculated as the mean difference of the matched samples:

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ˆ∑ ∑α Y Yˆ = −TT nT

i
i
T

i
i
C1

with Ŷi
C being the counterfactual for i and nT is the sample size (of treated firms).

Step 8 As we perform sampling with replacement to estimate the counterfactual situation, an ordinary t-statistic on mean differences is biased, because it does not take the
appearance of repeated observations into account. Therefore, we have to correct the standard errors in order to draw conclusions on statistical inference. We follow
Lechner (2001) and calculate his estimator for an asymptotic approximation of the standard errors.

Table A.2
Industry distribution.

Industry NACE (rev. 2008) Description Frequency %

1 10, 11, 12 Food and Tobacco 719 5.92
2 13, 14, 15 Textiles, Clothing and

Leather
715 5.89

3 16, 31 Wood and Furniture 413 3.4
4 17, 18 Paper and similar materials 484 3.99
5 19, 20 Chemicals 678 5.59
6 21 Pharmaceuticals 221 1.82
7 22 Rubber and Plastic 451 3.72
8 24, 25, 33 Metal 1096 9.03
9 27, 28 Machines and Equipment 1175 9.68
10 26 ICT 624 5.14
11 29, 30 Transport 697 5.74
12 41 Building and Construction 318 2.62
13 1, 5, 23, 37, 35, 32 Miscellaneous Industries 493 4.06
14 45, 46, 47, 49, 55,

58
Commerce and Transport 1498 12.34

15 59, 64, 68, 69, 71
− 79

Other Services 1179 9.71

16 61, 62 Software Development and
Communication

1377 11.34

12158 100.00

Table A.3
Within-sample grant characteristics.

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Grant frequency full sample (N = 12138)
Participants any scheme 0.153 0.360 0 1
Research grant 0.044 0.204 0 1
Development grant 0.075 0.262 0 1
Mixed grant 0.062 0.242 0 1

Grant types of subsidy recipients (N = 1857)
Research grant 0.285 0.451 0 1
Development grant 0.487 0.500 0 1
Mixed grant 0.408 0.492 0 1
Research grant (annual amt.) 64.695 343.080 0 8,852.93
Development grant (annual amt.) 80.729 318.735 0 6,706.61
Mixed grant (annual amt.) 141.999 474.050 0 7,038.84
Total amount yearly 288.016 849.742 0.938 14,637.96

Note: Amounts in thousands of Euros. Total grant size distributed over grant duration and includes all grants per firm and year. N denotes firm-year observations.

17 The matching protocol follows Gerfin and Lechner (2002).
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Appendix B : Additional descriptive statistics

Appendix C : Potential selection on unobservables

The matching estimator only controls for the selection into grants on observables. To test whether the main conclusions hold if we account for a
potential selection on unobservable factors, such as the innovation management qualities of the firms involved, we conduct instrumental variable
(IV) regressions. Given that the receipt of a research subsidy might depend on different criteria than the receipt of development subsidies, we
constructed separate instruments for each type of treatment. We instrument the receipt of a research grant by two variables, namely the mean
amount of research subsidies granted to a certain industry in a given year and the number of research subsidies the focal firm received in the past.
The rationale behind the former instrument is that the higher the amount of public support invested by the government in a given sector and year,
the higher the probability that firmi will have received a subsidy if it was active in the same industry in the given time period. The second instrument
is based on the rationale that firms that have had past subsidies in a certain scheme are more likely to apply and therefore be granted a subsidy in
that scheme again. For the development treatment, our instruments are similar, but are based on the average amount of development subsidies by
sector and year and past experience with development projects rather than research projects. As can be seen in Table A.5, all our instrumental
variables pass the standard criteria of relevance and exogeneity (Stock and Yogo, 2005). The results from the two-stage least squares regressions
(2SLS) in Table 8 show that the previous conclusions on the strength of the cross effects, particularly the cross effect from development grants on net
research, hold. In contrast to the matching estimator results, the direct effects are significant not only for research grants, but also for development
grants. The tests for equality of coefficients in the research and the development equations suggest that both grant types have comparable effects in
each equation. The estimates, however, suggest a similar direction as in the matching in terms of a significantly lower direct effect of development
grants compared to research grants and a lower direct effect than cross effect for development grants.

Table A.4a
Descriptive statistics of the control variables by group.

I II III IV V VI

No grants Any grant§ Research grant Develop. grant Mixed grant Multiple grants
Control group Srd Sr Sd Smix Smult

N = 10281 N = 1563 N = 336 N= 705 N = 522 N = 294

Control variables
R& D cooperation 0.085 0.278 0.332 0.471 0.313 0.464 0.245 0.431 0.462 0.499 0.585 0.494
Patent stock per employee 0.014 0.099 0.046 0.139 0.048 0.121 0.044 0.126 0.048 0.165 0.062 0.144
Labor productivity 391.71 1,126.51 273.66 328.43 232.28 277.16 256.35 343.84 323.68 332.01 302.29 282.29
Past research grants 0.022 0.147 0.124 0.330 0.182 0.386 0.102 0.303 0.117 0.322 0.395 0.490
Past development grants 0.033 0.179 0.138 0.345 0.134 0.341 0.193 0.395 0.065 0.247 0.435 0.497
Past mixed grants 0.017 0.128 0.154 0.361 0.119 0.324 0.089 0.285 0.264 0.441 0.568 0.496
Foreign group 0.199 0.400 0.217 0.412 0.182 0.386 0.155 0.362 0.324 0.468 0.286 0.453
SME 0.854 0.353 0.781 0.414 0.866 0.341 0.864 0.343 0.613 0.488 0.551 0.498
ln(Employees) 3.871 1.491 4.106 1.720 3.725 1.532 3.761 1.486 4.817 1.901 5.300 2.058
ln(Capital intensity) 3.110 1.249 3.035 1.129 3.057 1.135 3.003 1.123 3.063 1.134 3.099 0.998
ln(Age) 3.147 0.633 2.952 0.722 2.882 0.659 2.977 0.674 2.962 0.816 3.056 0.933

Notes: §contains firms with mixed grants only, research grants only and developments grants only, i.e. excludes multiple grants from different schemes. N refers to the number of firm-year
observations.

Table A.4b
T-tests on mean difference on the groups of control variables [Pr(|T|> |t|)].

I vs II I vs III I vs IV I vs V l vs VI III vs IV III vs VI IV vs VI V vs VI

R& D cooperation 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.001
Patent stock per employee 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.641 0.178 0.049 0.222
Labor productivity 0.000 0.010 0.002 0.169 0.174 0.262 0.002 0.043 0.352
Past research grants 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Past development grants 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000
Past mixed grants 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.134 0.000 0.000 0.000
Foreign group 0.110 0.418 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.272 0.002 0.000 0.260
SME 0.000 0.550 0.491 0.000 0.000 0.921 0.000 0.000 0.084
ln(Employees) 0.000 0.079 0.059 0.000 0.000 0.720 0.000 0.000 0.001
ln(Capital intensity) 0.026 0.445 0.023 0.408 0.885 0.474 0.623 0.205 0.654
ln(Age) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.032 0.007 0.137 0.134
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